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Abstract. The ITPN-PerfBound is a tool for the modeling and analysis
of Interval Time Petri Nets (ITPN), that is Petri Nets in which firing
time intervals, and possibly firing frequency intervals, are associated to
transitions. The tool is particularly well-suited in the verification and
validation activities of real-time systems, where the main goal is to give
guarantees about the worst and best case system performance. The tool
has been implemented within the DrawNET framework and supports the
analysis of ITPN models based on the computation of upper and lower
bounds of classical performance metrics, such as throughput and cycle
time.

1 Introduction

In the verification and validation activities of real-time systems, one of the main
goals is to give guarantees about the best and the worst system performance,
e.g., best/worst execution time, before such systems are put into use. Interval
Time Petri Nets (ITPNs) and related bound computation techniques can be
used for this purpose [1]. ITPNs include Time Petri Nets (TPNs) [2] and TPNs
with firing frequency intervals (TPNFs) [1]. TPNs are Petri Nets in which firing
time intervals are associated to transitions. TPNFs reduce the non-determinism
of free-choice conflicts in TPNs by assigning a firing frequency interval to each
transition in free-choice conflict. ITPN performance bound computation tech-
niques are efficient techniques that can be applied to compute bounds of tran-
sition throughput, cycle time, and place marking. The bounds are computed by
solving a linear programming problem (LPP) derived from the structure of the
net, the initial marking and the firing time/frequency interpretation.

Currently, there are many tools for the modeling and analysis of TPNs, while
no tools for TPNF are available (e.g., see the Petri Net tool data-base for an
updated list [3]). Several of them (e.g., [4,5,6]) provide support for the behav-
ioral analysis of TPNs, based on the use of enumerative techniques. However,
to the best of our knowledge, none of them have performance bound analysis
capabilities.
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In this paper, we present ITPN-PerfBound, a graphical tool for the model-
ing and performance bound analysis of ITPNs. The tool has been implemented
within the DrawNET framework [7], which provides facilities for the design
and solution of models expressed in any graph-based formalism. In particular,
DrawNET supports a two level structure. The meta-level defines the formalism
being used, and the level describes the model belonging to the formalism. The
models can be solved using other existing tools (i.e., GreatSPN [8]), interfaced
to the DrawNET framework throughout Solvers. A Solver is a small interface
that translates a model in a particular format (using an entity called Filter),
and then takes care of invoking the tool that produces the actual results. It also
extracts the particular measures and stores them back inside the corresponding
model.

Finally, to support the inter-operability between PN tools, ITPN-PerfBound
includes the possibility of exporting (1) TPN models, by using the standard
PNML format [9] enriched with timing information which are compliant with
the TINA tool [4], and (2) un-timed PN models toward the GreatSPN tool [8].

2 Overall Architecture and Main Functionalities

ITPN-PerfBound has been implemented within the DrawNET framework. We
used the DrawNET XML-interchange format FDL (Formalism Definition Lan-
guage) for defining the ITPN formalism. The DrawNET GUI reads the ITPN
formalism, written in FDL and presents to the user a graphical user interface
for designing models of that formalism. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture
of the ITPN-PerfBound tool (part inside the grey rectangle) and its interac-
tion with other Petri Net tools (i.e., TINA and GreatSPN). The components
are depicted as rounded-cornered rectangles while the information flow between
components is indicated by arrows.

The DrawNET ITPN module is the editor component that is used by the
modeler to construct ITPN models. The DrawNET ITPN module and the Model/
Result Filters exchange ITPN models described with the DDL (Data Definition
Language). The Model Filter produces a set of input files for the ITPN bound
solvers, containing information on the ITPN model definition and on the metrics
to be computed. In particular, the un-timed specification of the ITPN model is
translated into the format of the GreatSPN tool (.net/.def files), then enabling
the user to exploit the GreatSPN facilities for the structural analysis of the un-
timed version of such ITPN models. The Model Filter translates also the ITPN
models into the standard PNML format [9], enriched with timing information
which are compliant with the TINA tool.

The ITPN bound solvers include a set of solution components, written in C-
language, that implement the ITPN performance bound techniques for ITPNs
with generic topology and for special structural classes of ITPNs. The LPP
generator components produce the LPP from the structure of the ITPN model
and the initial marking (.net/.def files), the specification of the transition firing
time/frequency (.itpn file), the user query about the metric of interest (.cmd
file). Two LPP generators have been implemented that create a different LPP,
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Fig. 1. Components interaction and information flow

according to the type of performance bound technique chosen, and return the
LPP written in the input format (.lp in file) of the free-source LPsolve tool [10].
The latter is used to compute the LPP solution (.lp out file). The results of the
performance bound analysis are fed back to the original ITPN model by the
Result Filter and displayed by DrawNET ITPN module.

From the user point of view, the tool provides the following functionalities:

– Create ITPN models by loading the ITPN module from the DrawNET GUI
and save them in the DrawNET XML-interchange format (i.e., mdl).

– Compute performance upper/lower bounds of transition throughput, cycle
time and place marking for ITPN model with generic topology. The result
of the analysis (i.e., the optimal value of the LPP objective function) is
displayed in the Properties tab associated to the corresponding net object
(transition/place) in the DrawNET ITPN module.

– Compute best/worst case performance transition cycle time and throughput
for special structural classes of ITPNs (i.e., Marked Graphs and 1-consistent
monoT-semiflows). The presentation of the results (i.e., the LPP optimal
solution and the corresponding value of the objective function) is both tex-
tual and graphical: the bound values are displayed in the Properties tab
associated to the net model in the DrawNET ITPN module and the slowest
sub-net of the ITPN model (i.e., the sub-net with the highest cycle time) is
highlighted in red.

– Export the ITPN models toward the GreatSPN tool [8] and the standard
PNML format, enriched with timing information which are compliant with
the TINA tool [4].
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3 Applications and Conclusion

The ITPN-PerfBound tool has been applied to several case studies and examples
from the literature. Among them, we can mention: a flexible manufacturing
system [11] that produces short-stroke cylinders; the alternating bit protocol,
modeled with an un-timed PN in [12]; and a computer-assisted braking system
for vehicles [13]. The integration of the ITPN bound solvers within the DrawNET
environment, well as the implementation of the filters towards GreatSPN and
TINA, has been considerably reduced the time devoted to the V&V activities of
the considered case studies. New GUI facilities are going to be implemented that
allows the analyst to visualize the net labels, parameters, timing specifications
and results in the DrawNET model job window and to export the net to the
SVG format. Possible future developments concern the implementation of new
filters that enable to import, in the ITPN-PerfBound tool, the ITPN models
specified either in the PNML standard format or in the GreatSPN format.

The tool is available at the following URL:
http://www.draw-net.com/ITPN-PerfBound.
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